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Charles has a very nice bed. It’s king sized and the
mattress looks firm. The trouble is he does not get to
share it with his wife. She sleeps on a similar mattress
with their two-year-old daughter in the room next door,
in a row of mattreses for other migrant women and
children. Charles sleeps alongside half a dozen other
Haitian men, on the edge of this large, echoing room.
Personal space is delineated by chairs and suitcases. He
and his family have been living in this temporary shelter
for three months.
My husband and I brought him back here after our
parent-and-baby workshop this morning that he was
attending as both parent and translator. He was a
Spanish teacher in Port au Prince, Haiti. It was a good
job but the school was destroyed in the 2010 earthquake,
as was his home.
… Luckily I did not lose anyone, he told me. But he ended
up camping out at the airport for almost a year. We
might have bumped into one another in the first half of
2010, me on my way to a humanitarian cluster meeting
in the airconditioned containers ringed by security
fences and UN troops, him to a collapsing tent in the
internally displaced people (IDP) camp next door. After
a year of waiting for the humanitarian community to
‘build back better’ as promised, Charles still had no job
and no home. So in 2011 he left for Brazil, which was

making Haitians welcome, particularly in the ramp-up
to the 2016 Summer Olympics.
… I worked hard, I learnt how to paint cars.
Unfortunately, as Brazil’s economy began to fail, so did
its welcome. In September of 2016, along with many
other Haitians, Charles and his wife and daughter
decided to flee north, hoping to make it into the US
before Trump’s election.
They made it up to here: the US border between
Tijuana and California. The trouble was that by the
time they arrived in Tijuana, the US was trying to stem
the flow by giving asylum applicants precise dates for
crossing. He was allocated March 11, 2017. He did not
cross:
… because the US has started deporting people directly back to
Haiti. People who crossed before the beginning of January were
fine. But those crossing after, unless they were unaccompanied
mothers with babies, the US just rejected them. I won’t take the
risk. We are going to stay here. I want to find a job and earn some
money so we can get out of this place.
The shelter is perched on the side of a large gully at the
end of a dirt road. Like the houses around it, it looks
quickly put up. One has the feeling that, with the next
big flood, it could simply slide down the hill. In the
bottom of the gully, three large pigs are mudbathing.
This area with its ramshackle housing crowded onto the
sides of steep dry hills actually reminds me of Port Au
Prince, as do many parts of Tijuana. It is the freeways,
the size of cars, and the presence of Walmarts and

Costcos that remind you that you are right next to the Then we walk home along the Malécon (the
US.
esplanade)— past the snack vendors, the musicans, the
dancers, the man blowing what looked like a digeridoo,
Of course there are nicer parts. Our Airbnb is in a Guatemalan tuba player, the Jehovah Witnesses, and a
one—Playas—the beach area of town where villas of whole team of cheering young people with t-shirts telling
all shapes, sizes, and colours jostle along the Pacific you to ‘be surprised by the love of God’. Every café is
edge. After we leave Charles’ shelter, we decide to walk full to bursting and at the water’s edge happy families
home along the wall. This is the end section, predating paddle—you don’t go deeper in these waves unless you
Trump. On the Mexican side it is mostly corrugated are a competent surfer, a pelican, or a dolphin.
iron covered in graffiti and you can see over it to the
spotlights and more solid looking fence on the US side. We are running the parent-and-baby groups at
Here in Playas about three blocks from the ocean the the invitation of the Comité Estratégico de Ayuda
Mexican wall turns into a proper metal fence made of Humanitaria Tijuana (the Strategic Humanitarian
closely set posts, heavy metal mesh, topped with flat Aid Committee of Tijuana, henceforth the Comité),
sheets that have made a perfect base for graffiti artists.. Espacio Migrante (Migrant Space), and El Programa
Binacional de Educación Migrante (the binational
We walk the section from the small community garden eduation program for migrant children). The Comité
to ‘Friendship Park’ where the fence plunges into the sea was formed by volunteers in 2016 to deal with
at the beach end. A friend told us that when she was a the sudden rush of migrants flooding north. The
child, families could meet freely in this border zone and traditional shelters, run by some churches and by the
even picnic together. These days the only contact is the Salvation Army, were overwhelmed. In the past these
touch of fingers through the metal fence on Saturday shelters had mainly housed Mexicans deported from
and Sunday mornings, when the gate is opened on the the US, while they made up their minds whether to
US side.
try again or go home. But starting last summer, more
The gate is closed now but on this side there are still and more refugees were passing through: Haitians,
crowds of happy Mexicans eating, playing music, taking Cubans, Africans, Venezuelans, and Ukrainians as well
selfies of themselves in front of the wall. It is a holiday as Central Americans:
weekend after all. Over on the other side there is one … They did not have enough places so new shelters opened—
parked jeep and flowery dunes and marsh stretching all mostly in churches—and our group has tried to organise
the way to the towers of distant San Diego. Seagulls infrastructure and support.
perch and fly freely back and forth, bringing home the
silliness of the whole enterprise.
Lourdes is a social worker and does all this work unpaid
in her spare time. She explains there are now about 36
shelters in the town, and at any one point there might

be 3000 migrants. The numbers change all the time—
sometimes 100 to 150 arrive in a day. There has been
a reduction in those heading north since January, postTrump inauguration, on the other hand deportations
have increased and large numbers of Haitian families—
like Charles—have decided to stay.
Ella for example—another mother in the group—
has a 6-month-old baby who was born by emergency
caesarian section in Costa Rica. Her husband is a
doctor and has a job here in a Mexican hospital. They
are staying as are the two other mothers in the group.
All of them have come from Brazil.

tin cups, and the smaller one starts yelling. But then
there is always that magical moment when something
catches everyone’s attention and everyone is happy and
focussed. Today it is making jigsaws out of pieces of
cardboard box. I demonstrate ‘one I prepared earlier’,
just like a good TV chef, and all the parents present
immediately grab cardboard and magic makers and
start drawing pictures with their children, who are
completely engrossed.
Blessed and her husband draw a picture of a mountain
range—it looks just like Haiti—and then cut out the
mountains as jigsaw pieces. Matthieu carefully replaces
them propping the jigsaw up on boxes so that the whole
thing is upright.

Monday May 1, 2017
Toy-making this morning. This is my favourite parent
and baby group session because everyone always gets
completely engaged. And today we have four fathers!
At the beginning the infants are rioting around as usual
and I am trying to sort out the box of rubbish I bring
to demonstrate that your kitchen is full of toys: old
juice and milk cartons to make bricks, empty plastic
bottles for rattles, needles and thread to make simple
puppets—and one child always grabs the scissors or
the needles, and another hits a smaller child with the
wooden spoon that I brought along with saucepans and

Afterwards Arriana and Soraya from the Comité want
us to visit another shelter with them. The pastor in
charge sent a message saying one of the Haitian women
had been diagnosed with ’terminal cancer’. We all drive
up there. I am getting accustomed to rows of mattresses
crowded together in untidy basements; the usual church
furniture of plastic chairs and tables pushed into the
middle of the room; the cobwebs in the high corners
because it’s hard to clean those places when beds cover
the floor; the hold-alls and plastic bags and cardboard
boxes that contain all that is left of a previous life; the

men sleeping in the middle of the day because there is
nothing to do.

He had a nightmare journey. Adam poured out the
details as we sat in the courtyard of the church:

The woman is on a day bed in the courtyard. She is
clearly in some pain and has one grossly swollen leg but
she does not have the look of someone in the terminal
phase of cancer. Her husband gives us the medical
notes from the public hospital. We read through them.
No mention of terminal, no mention of cancer. A lump
discovered on her leg requiring biopsy and further
investigation, but nothing else. A doctor saw her at
speed at the public hospital and discharged her. The
woman begs not to be sent back there. I think of my
homeless Guatemalan friend in Tapachula. This is what
happens if you are outside anyone’s health system—
rapid consultations, muddled communications, and
discharge. Soraya is already making calls to friends,
with effect. A colleague working privately agrees to
see the woman and hopefully arrange the necessary
investigations.

… In Colombia all the passports were spolied, because
we were in the forest and we were crossing rivers and
there were so many to cross! We crossed and crossed
and crossed. Then we found someone to help us. He
took 20 dollars from each of us and then walked with
us for 10 hours. Each smuggler has his own patch and
you are passed from person to person. Then you see
the frontier of Panama, it’s a very big mountain. It
took two hours to climb, people look like lizards on that
mountain. Then you climb down and they say follow
the water and you will get to Panama. We had to leave
one girl by the road because she had problems with her
leg, we tried to help her for some miles but she told us
to leave her.

In Panama the police were helpful giving them water,
taking them to a camp. In Nicaragua they were tricked—
their money was stolen and they were deported back to
… Please understand that there is no evidence here that this woman Costa Rica. By now Adam had run out of money. So
either has cancer or is dying, so there is no need to describe her in he persuaded a supermarket manager to allow him to
this way, we say to the pastor’s wife, a kind woman who tells us beg outside.
this was what a visiting doctor implied.
… I got enough dollars in a week to head north again, people are
… Perhaps he did not have much time to read her notes, but it is very kind in Costa Rica.
alarming for her and her husband to hear those words, and they
They bribed and bargained their way back across
are not true.
Nicaragua, slept on the streets in Honduras, begged
We sit later with the pastor and his wife in their living outside a supermaket again, and finally got a bus to
room. The pastor tells us he opened the dining room Guatemala and then Mexico:
of his church up a few months ago when people were
… in Mexico people welcomed us. The immigration man looked
pouring through:
at our legs and took us to hospital. Then they took us to a camp but
… Africans, Haitians, Syrians, Muslims, Christians… Everyone it was full. Then a woman called Mama Africa let us sleep on the
said it was the United Nations. It is quieter now. But we still have floor of her hotel. Then I asked a policeman for help and he wrote
problems- a lot of stress. For example everyone wants to cook their ‘I am African’ in Spanish and I copied it on a board and stood by
own food in their own way! The pastor tells us he is used to living the exit door of a supermarket again, and I got some money, and
with all sorts of different people. He is ex-Mexican Army and immigration gave me a paper so I could travel to Tijuana.
that taught him a lot.
He got here in November of 2016. He has not crossed.
Adam is one of the Africans sheltering here, a Ghanaian He fears the US will deport him back to Africa. He has
farmer in his thirties . He went bankrupt when all his been to the Canadian embassy twice but they have not
cattle died because they ate something poisonous in the helped. He has asked for asylum in Mexico, but worries
forest.
about how to send enough money home
… I could not even sell the meat because the vet said it would … I did find work in a car wash but I left the job because the
poison people. So I looked for work but there was none. So I had other workers, if they found anything in the car they stole it. I did
to leave.
not want anything to do with that. So I left. But now when I call
home they are angry with me. I have sent everything I can. I am
He has five children and he wanted to find a way to the first traveller in my family.
suport them. A friend who he had helped out in the
past gave him the money to fly from Ghana to Ecuador, He was going for another job interview at a construction
which allows Ghanaians to enter without a visa. Once site the next day.
he got to Ecuador he met other some other Ghanaians
… They said ‘we are going to America’, so I thought , Ok I’ll go
too! My dream was to get to Canada.

and point.
In the mornings I get up early to run the same stretch
and use the public exercise machines beside the beach,
Wednesday May 5, 2017
so kindly donated by OXXO, the convenience-store
The Haitian woman does not have cancer I am glad chain. I suppose if you fill your shelves with sugary
to say. It’s osteomyelitis (an infection of the bone) and drinks and 2000 varieties of Doritos the least you can
treatable. She has gone back to the public hospital. We do is provide a means to work it off. And this must be
are hoping she will get the antibiotics she needs and the best view I have ever had for a workout.
not be summarily discharged. I learnt all this from the
Comité members who arrived late and apologetic for
my training workshop. At least they all got the relaxation Thursday May 5, 2017
and self-care bit.
The problem with making any plans to work with
Amparo, an amazing woman in charge of binational migrant children is that they migrate. Amparo had also
migrant education for the whole state of Baja California asked me to do a camera/storytelling workshop with
(El Programa Binacional de Educación Migrante; a group of Haitian children living in a shelter here in
the Binational Migrant Education Initiative, a joint Tijuana. But four days ago she discovered that they have
program of the US and Mexico), at whose invitation we all gone north to the US. Never mind. Two days ago we
are in Tijuana, asked me to do a workshop for teachers started the workshop in a local school with six entirely
to given them some idea of what it feels like to be a new participants, all of whom were slighly bewildered
migrant. I ditched the Power Point slides completely and at being invited to skip classes for a few hours without
we had a three-hour discussion on loss and stress and much further explanation. Not surprisingly they were
how to cope and take care of children in this situation. somewhat shy, but when we went round asking them
I love teaching in Latin America because people really to introduce themselves and explain why and how long
want to share their own ideas and experiences. One they had been in Mexico each said
woman discussed what it was like to move away from
all her family and friends in another state (of Mexico) … I did not choose to be here.
when she married:
All the participants are from families that have been
… it took 10 years to adjust. I missed my family and friends so deported from the US. Some a few years ago, others
last year, one just two weeks ago.
much
… So if you would like to take a camera for a day and show us
… and you moved out of choice and because of love?
something about your life here-anything at all-we would love to
… exactly!
see it. I explained. We want people to hear directly from you what
it is like to suddenly be forced to move home and country. To see
… so imagine what it is like when you are forced.
what you see.
Another man talked of suddenly having to flee across I shared the website I created with Luke Pye, Migrant
the border because of the threat of violence and not Child Storytelling. I showed them some of the Syrian
knowing how to tell his children what was happening children’s pictures and stories from the camps in
or why; and another talked of the grief of losing his Greece. Fifteen-year-old Noah gave a sharp intake of
father. He was near to tears but insisted on sharing. One breath as I read a nine-year-old girl’s description of
thing the workshop brings home is that it is not us and her house being bombed, losing her Barbie doll, and
them. No one has an unscarred life. Many of us have her grandfather dying. We did a short training with the
been uprooted, even if by choice; and most of us have cameras. Training is the wrong word. I have learnt from
lost someone we love, so we can draw on how those my friend Mark Cousins (the filmmaker): just give them
experieneeces affected us, and what helped at the time. the cameras and they can work it out for themselves
It is the basis of understanding.
in less than two minutes. Then we sent them out in
Asmamaw (my husband) and I walk along the Malécon the school yard to practice. Everyone was happy and
every evening now. It’s empty after the bustle of the yesterday they all came back with cameras and pics.
weekend. We stop to drink mojitos, watch the sun set (Amparo had expressed some surprise when I said I
into the Pacific, and to gaze entranced at the pelicans was letting the children take the cameras home with
flying low in formation, skimming the surf. Beyond, them—our risk, I explained—and worth it because
the dolphins head south. They must be common here. they all came back.) Amazing Alex, the son of one of
Asmamaw and I are the only ones who stand and stare the Comité members (who allowed us to kidnap him
and make him technical assistant/ translator/general

project assistant), downloaded all the pictures at speed.
Meanwhile Noah trained two new participants on how
to use the camera, and all the rules. All the children
could recite them:

I was in my room at home and saw a lot of birds outside just
sitting there so I decided to capture them. You can see one bird is
flying. We rent our house, it has a little patio. My dad works in a
restaurant and my mother sells food in a cinema. I share my room
with my two brothers, it’s fine. We all get on well.

•

Ask permission of your subjects

•

Keep the wrist band on so you don’t drop the camera

…I want to be a lawyer when I grow up because I like how
theyfight for innocent people. I have seen that in movies and on TV.

•

Don’t lend your camera to anyone else

More of Emma’s picture story.

•

Don’t photograph fights or policemen.

The children choose beauty and connection, but it
doesn’t mean that everything is wonderful. While
fifteen-year-old Emily was showing us her pictures of
her best friends here in Mexico, she burst into tears,
saying

Today we sat with each of the children and asked them
to select their favourite pictures and tell us about them.

Just like the Syrian children in Greece, it was all about
love, friendship, family connection, nature, and beauty.
I never cease to be astounded, and moved that if you … I miss the US, I grew up there and everything I knew
give a young person a choice of what to show, they will was there. I really wanted to go to university there. I
always worked really hard in school. I had such big
choose to share what makes them happy.
dreams. I was promoted [from grade school] and about
Emma, age 13, chooses the view from her window:
to be a freshman [in high school]. I really want to be a

doctor. Then just after I was promoted I heard we did
not get the visa and I was so sad.

US is closed and many of them are thinking about
staying in Mexico:

Thank goodness for amazing Alex, 19 years old,
Mexican, and on his way to Toronto to do media studies.
He sits there explaining to Emily how good the medical
schools are in Mexico, and also that it is not difficult for
Mexicans to go to the US and Canada to study.

… We know what risks and difficulties you have suffered to get
here. We know you had a dream and now you are stuck. We want
you to feel welcome. We like it that you are here. Tijuana is a city
of migrants. That’s why people have supported you with food and
shelter. But now most of you have to think how to make yourselves
regular. It does not mean you have to stay here forever.. but you do
need to think about what you will do.

… You don’t have to give up your dreams, he assures her.
For Kefrem on the other hand, Mexico is an improvement
on El Salvador, where they tried to recruit him into a
gang and then threatened kidnap and death when he
refused. He thinks it is safer and more secure here. This
in spite of the fact that last week on the way to school he
was robbed of his phone and money at gunpoint! How
bad can it have been in El Salvador?
I met his mother in the office a few days ago. They
have asylum here but she is worrying about the rent.
She earns eight dollars a day for cleaning and it is too
little. But Kefrem dreams of becoming a mechanical
engineer and enjoys body building. He wanted to give
us a selfie of himself looking handsome and tough,
but I had to say we should not use it. His headmaster
has told him not to reveal that he is a migrant to other
children, because the same gang that was after him
in El Salvador is present here. So if we put his actual
photo on a migrant child website that rather gives
the game away, whereas we can anonymise his other
contributions, as I have done.

She encourages them to regularise their status and
explains the different options—seeking asylum or
permission to remain on humanitarian grounds.
Both take time and involve various bureacratic steps
but Soraya emphasises that without this they are
irregular and risk deportation. She explains that getting
permission on humanitarian grounds gives them time
to decide.
… If you regularise your status, you can draw breath and make
a new plan. You won’t be persecuted, you have the right not just to
work and but to have employment rights and benefits. School is free
for 4 to 15 year olds, you have the right to health care…
It’s not an easy choice. Wages are low and in pesos, and
rents are high and in many cases in dollars.
… I have been looking for somewhere for two months. I have
surgery in a few days and really need a place, a woman says.
A man gets up:

… I want to thank you for receiving us with open arms. God
always does things at the right time. We were very worried when
we arrived but people started helping us and we thank you very
Friday May 6, 2017
much for your support. We want to fix our status, but it takes a
…Information is a human right.… We want you to know your long time and meanwhile we have to go and sign every week.
rights: It does not matter what your status is, your religion, your
skin colour, you have rights because you are human. We have Soraya acknowledges the problems. The Comité
dignity because we are rational thinking beings. It is important to members are advocating changes and will try and help
understand this because it makes us more secure. The Universal individual cases like these. She finishes by encouraging
Declaration of Human Rights is incoporated into Mexican law. people to enjoy the city, to visit the art galleries and the
parks, to feel at home.
So any person in Mexico has theses rights.
Soraya from the Comité is giving a lecture to a packed …They belong to you!
room full of Haitians in yet another shelter dining room, Soraya is speaking the truth. Tijuana is a welcoming
located in another church on another hillside. They have city. Many of the Uber drivers think Asmamaw is a
brought audio so that everyone can have simultaeous Cuban or an African migrant with his Cuban-accented
translation. Charles is doing Spanish/Creole and Spanish, and we have experienced no hostility. When
Paulina is doing Spanish/English. Impressive.
we say we are here to volunteer, people are enthusiastic.
Soraya is explaining that the Comité members see their A few days ago Ann Coulter, the far-right conservative
job as explaining to the people of Tijuana what Haitians writer, tweeted ‘Perhaps a workable compromise on
have been through since the earthquake and why so North Korea would be: We allow Kim to develop only
many came last year—20,000 in September alone. warheads capable of reaching Tijuana’. She should
They do these talks every night in different shelters at come visit and learn something from Mexicans about
the moment, explaining to Haitians what their rights living with people not like herself. When did it become
are, now that the temporary protection scheme in the OK to suggest the elemination of whole cities that you
Photo by Emma (13 of the vthe view from her window

do not like?

He tells me he had a good job in the US, doing house
reconstruction. They had been living in Idaho for a
number of years. All the children were born in the US
and are US citizens. They decided to move to Las Vegas
Saturday May 7, 2017
after Trump was nominated because the atmosphere
It’s the last parent-and-baby group and there are two towards Mexicans became quite hostile in Idaho. They
new mothers whom I met at last night ‘s meeting. One liked it there and thing were going well. But two weeks
of them has a two-year-old who scarcely speaks. Part ago he was picked up by the police for driving without a
of the problem is that all these parents and babies live licence. [In most of the US, irregular migrants are not
scattered across the city in different shelters—one here, eligible for drivers’ licenses-ed.]
two there—so there is little company or encouragement
to play and communicate. The group went really well. … They took me straight to jail and then to the ICE police
Children and parents loved the movement work—at [US Immigration Customs Enforcement]. Then I got sent back
one point I had four small children sitting on me using to Mexico. The children are US citizens because they were born
me as a boat, at another they were all crawling through there but of course they did not want to stay without me. They
the tunnel we made with our bodies and then turning all followed me. My wife left everything in our apartment. All we
their parents into horses to ride. Toys are not required, brought were our clothes and a few bags. I imagine the landlord
one happy adult makes a fabulous tunnel/ horse/ rock/ will take everything.
climbing frame/safe armchair for rocking. At the end of His wife got a job in the local supermarket straight
today’s group everyone agreed they wanted to continue away. She works six days a week and earns 1000 pesos
to meet once a fortnight. So Lourdes and Ella are going (approximately 50 dollars) a week. Half of that goes on
to try to organise that. I am so happy that we have rent, the rest on utilities and food for all the family. It’s
started something. Charles could not come because he not enough.
had an interview for a job. He is being considered as a
Spanish teacher in a local school.
Alexandra tells me she was so sad and scared when her
father got deported:
The father of Alexandra (one of the children in the
storytelling group) has not been so lucky. He tried for … I thought it could happen to Mum and the government would
a translator job at a company yesterday but did not get take us into care! That’s why we all decided to join my dad. So we
it. He is trying with a bathroom company on Monday. could be together. I felt good about the decision because I want my

family to be together.
And she likes it in Tijuana. The house they live in is
bigger than the flat they had in Las Vegas and she has
already made local friends.

themselves with private security firms, fly by helipcopter
between beautiful, heavily guarded fincas (country
estates) and private apartments, and leave the rest to
struggle with the death threats and extortions of gangs
and petty warlords, as well as abject poverty. And if you
do manage to escape:

… I don’t feel a big effect. I feel normal and happy, I am with
my family. I am a bit worried about school, but I want to go and
I want to finish. Then as I am a US citizen I can go to college
in the US.

… The immigration process in Tapachula is a trap. They make
you do 50 pages of paperwork, then after 6 months they come and
tell you no, and you can appeal in 115 days or leave the country.
It’s a trap…

I asked her what she wanted to do when she grew up.

… But the Mexican people are good, helping us fight for our rights.

… Join the immigration police. I will treat people well.

That is certainly true here. Crowds came down to
Friendship Park to welcome the Via Crucis de Refugiados
(literally ‘The Way of the Cross of Refugees,’ translated
as Refugee Caravan 2017 by Pueblo Sin Fronteras) this
morning, including many who had crossed from the US
just to accompany this last stage. But then the heavens
opened with a torrential rainstorm. So everyone has
taken refuge here in the café while we wait for other
marchers—mostly the men and boys who rode ‘ La
Bestia’ (the train on which many migrants hitch a
ride) to get here. There was some trouble. Police were
asking migrants for documents. Cristobal, one of the
organizers, told them it was not their right to do so as
they were not immigration police, so he was armlocked
and beaten up. We understand he is okay now.

Sunday May 8, 2017
I do not recognise the confident articulate woman
sitting behind a cloth-covered table upstairs in the
Café Caracol. It is Dolores with her daughter Cristina
in a wheelchair beside her. [Lynne met Dolores while
walking with the Via Crucis de Refugiados, which she
wrote about in the first Mexico blog; Lynne tells the story
of Dolores in a piece for The Lancet—ed.].Dolores is
telling members of the press what drove them from their
home in El Salvador, and why they have just travelled
4000 kilometres across Mexico. She talks passionately
and in detail about the horrors she has faced.

Jeremiah is here with his wife and children, so is Elise
There is a substantial media presence, including the and her baby son and daughters, all looking cheerful
New York Times. Others at the table share their stories. and well. They are part of the group that intends to
cross to the US. While we wait for the others to join
… We did not leave for adventure, we were pushed by violence us, the lawyers and observers explain carefully what is
and corruption. There are no work opportunities because of required if people want to seek asylum in the US
homophobia. People think we are coming for prostitution, but there
are dignified jobs here. We can work as cooks, maids, cleaners… … You need to state clearly. ‘I have a fear to go back. I have a right
to an asylum interview’. Insist. You are entitled to that interview
… They killed my pregnant wife…
and border guards cannot refuse it.
… The bands [gangs] own Guatemala, El Salvador, and Unfortunately these days it is increasingly common for
Honduras. The government is powerless. The authorities are asylum seekers to just be turned back. One Mexican
caught up in the corruption. They [gangs] are better armed than woman explains to the group how she did not know
the police. No institutions function. They cannot help.
what to say and the immigration police bullied and
intimidated her into saying that she was not afraid, by
… The gangs follow you everywhere.
threatening to take her children from her. Later she tells
… They killed my brother because he would not join them. They me the whole story. She was trying to escape from a
sent part of the ear and finger to my mother. She told me to get out violent and abusive husband:
so I did.
… He raped me. I was crying and anxious when I crossed with
Here is the tragedy. The peace treaties that ended my two chldren and they came and said: ‘Are you a crazy woman
decades of government-sponsored death squads and or what?’ I said I don’t want to go back I am terrified.’
civil wars in Central America did not bring peace.
What has happened is a warning to us all. These And they said: Stop the show. You have nothing to fear in your
countries demonstrate what happens when a State country.’ It’s not a show! it’s true!’‘
collapses because the rich have exempted themselves Then they made me lie on the ground and said, ‘If you don’t stop
from taxation and public responsibility. They protect this show we will send you back and we will chain you in front

of your children’, and at the same time they were pushing me
back across the frontier and I was shouting that I wanted political
asylum, and they were saying you are joking. They said ‘We are
not giving you asylum. Our President has removed all these rights
especially for Mexicans!’
The other marchers finally arrive and the whole group
of some hundreds march across the complex series of
walkways that lead to one of the US frontier-crossing
points. In the taxi pull-up point before the white metal
gates, they pause to say goodbye to those not crossing.
Dolores and Cristina are among those stopping here.
They plan to stay with relatives in a nearby town.
There are tears and hugs and more tears, and the 78
go through.
Monday May 8, 2017
They have not had an easy time.
Nicole, one of the US lawyers supporting the marchers
posted the following on Facebook today:

least one of the family’s sponsors in the United States
that NONE of the families will be released on ankle
monitor and humanitarian parole, that ALL will remain
INCARCERATED until their case is decided by a
judge. THIS IS RETALIATION for so many asylum
seekers EXERCISING THEIR LEGAL RIGHT to
seek asylum through the port-of-entry. WE CANNOT
ALLOW THIS TO CONTINUE.”
But one good thing that happened today. We had the
picture show this morning. All the children came and
some brought their parents and friends. There were
school staff, Amparo and her colleagues, some of the
Comité, and a local TV station doing a story on deported
children . So there was a good audience. Showing the
pictures like this gives the whole project validity. The
children see their pictures on the big screen and hear
their words read in Spanish and English and realise
they made great pictures.
And the Haitian woman with osteomyelitis has crossed
to the US and is in hospital in California. Apparently
her sister, already living in the US, arranged it. So some
good news!.

“WE NEED YOUR HELP! CBP [US Customs and
Border Protection] & ICE ARE REPRESSING Update on May 24, 2017
THE HUMAN RIGHTS OF THE VIACRUCIS
REFUGEE CARAVAN! CBP has indicated to at Nonviolent collective action and international solidarity

does work. The following has been posted on the Pueblo
Sin Fronteras Facebook page:
78 asylum seekers of the Refugee Caravan entered the
US on May 7th. CBP used intimidation to send one child
back to Mexico, but 77 refugees held their heads high,
insisted their rights be respected, and have withstood
being separated from their families and incarcerated.
Many have received positive determinations from the
asylum office to continue their cases, and many have
achieved release. Many, however, remain detained for
no reason other than trying to save their lives.
Editor’s Note: This is the second of a series of diaries about
working with refugees and migrants that Lynne Jones has shared
with FXB. We are honored to publish them. All opinions are those
of Lynne Jones. Items in [ ] are editorial additions.
Lynne Jones, FXB Visiting Scientist, is a child and adolescent
psychiatrist, writer, researcher, and relief worker. Her most recent
book is Outside the Asylum: A Memoir of War, Disaster and
Humanitarian Psychiatry.
*All migrant names are pseudonyms, personal details have been
altered, and all have given permission for their stories to be told.
All have known their photos were being taken.
Except where otherwise noted,© 2017 text and photos Lynne
Jones

Photo by Alexandra (13) of her family

